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Trail of extinct and active volcanoes, earthquakes across Europe

The six schools from Italy, France, Poland, Portugal, Spain and Turkey participate in the
Startegic  Partnership in school education.  It is an interdisciplinary project combining

Biology, Geology, Seismology, Physics, Geography, Language, Arts.  Our  education,  trainings
for  students  and  teachers  in  research  centers  in  Europe,  and professional  development

program  have  been  designed  to  offer  both  formal  and  practical
opportunities for students to expand their knowledge and abilities of making observation and

measurements in seismology, using special equipment to do researches of volcanoes in
international

groups. 

The first term all schools did many activities in classes, lectures, seminars,  excursion,  workshops
about fauna and flora. The competitions for students were announced.
24 teachers  participated in training organized in issore,  in  France.  Italian partner  promoted the
project during Open House Day. Schools contacted each other by videoconference and students
worked on crossword concerning volcanoes.



The meeting in France was evaluated by teachers and their  gained knowledge was checked by
multiply choice test prepared by French schools.
The results is 50, 37 %. The responses were given by  21 teachers.

Analysis of website statistics showed a decrease in the number of visitors compared to 2015. 

20% of all sessions comes from   Turkey, 18 % from Poland, 9 %  from  Portugal, 8 %  from Italy, 6
% from France, 5, 8 % from Spain.
New users represent 33% since September 2015. The data  recorded 3598 users.
The highest possible interest have been  reported in November 2015,  and March 2016  so far.
People in aged 25-34 made up  33% of users,in age 18-24 – 27, 5%.
54, 15% of the users are male, and 45, 85% of women.





Students and teachers worked on topic: fauna and flora volcanoes. The students prepared posters:



Teachers from Italy, Turkey and Poland published lesson plans on web site:
http://www.volcano-erasmusplus.eu/lesson-plans/ as a result of their work with students.

Students learnt about monitoring of volcanoes:



Polish students and teachers worked out mind map of  success in the project:


